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We had another large US tech name report after the closing bell in New York
last night, Meta Platforms this time - which of course was known as Facebook
up until last year. Importantly, the group added users during Q1, which
helped boost shares in after-hours trade by over 18%, now due to open
today around $206.52. This positive move however will still leave the stock
over 38% lower YTD - we remember the one-day 26% drop Meta
experienced following its Q4 earnings release when the firm reported fast-
growing costs and disclosed more than $3b in operating losses for its new
Reality Labs business segment.
Revenue during the first quarter came in at $27.9b, versus $28.24b
expectations, while adjusted EPS was at $2.72 vs $2.56. Daily active users
between January and March increased by 4% to 1.96 billion, compared to Q4
when the company's main Facebook app lost 1 million users.
Meta is now forecasting for total 2022 expenses to come in between $87b
and $92b, less than the $90b - $95b announced a few months ago. The firm
is looking for revenue in the current quarter to be between $28b and $30b,
just shy of the $30.74b Wall Street was calling for.

Meta Platforms

UK and Irish-based builders merchants business Grafton Group plc has
made a positive start to the year, total revenue was up by 17.5% on a
constant-currency basis while average like-for-like revenue increased by
7.2%. The Woodies DIY and Chadwicks owner stated that its distribution and
manufacturing businesses continued to benefit from broadly favourable
markets.
Total revenue at its Irish merchanting division was an impressive 39.6%
higher between January 1st and April 17th, while revenue at its UK equivalent
rose by 6.1%. Sales at Grafton's retailing division dropped by 28.7%, while its
manufacturing revenue rose by 22% for the period.
The shares are about 5% stronger in London this morning to £10.00, having
pulled back from their September all-time high of £14.25 and are now sitting
at a support zone just above their pre-Covid peak. This pullback leaves
Grafton a forward P/E of 11.8x and trailing P/E of 11x versus the industry
average of 19.3x. Also, the combination of the share buyback scheme and
dividend is equivalent to a 7.8% cash yield.

Grafton Group

28/04/2022 - US GDP
29/04/2022 - Eurozone CPI & GDP
29/04/2022 - US Core PCE
04/04/2022 - Fed Rate Decision

Equities: Markets are climbing in Europe on Thursday morning, the
main indices are roughly 1.8% higher so far and are looking to undo
some of the losses seen earlier in the week. Risk sentiment has been
lifted on the continent after a slew of mostly positive earnings releases,
while we continue to await the latest move with regard to EU-Russia
disagreements on gas supplies.
Spanish inflation this month has fallen to 8.4% from March's 9.8%,
offering some hope that the recent surge may have peaked. Tomorrow
morning we will hear the full Eurozone CPI inflation figure, after releases
from individual nations between now and then.
The VIX has fallen to $29.30 today, as futures in the US this morning
follow Europe higher.

Safe-havens: The spread between the US 10yr and German 10yr has
climbed in April, as investors make further bets over a hawkish Fed and an
ECB who will lag behind in terms of rate hikes. The spread, which reached a
12-month high earlier this month, sits at 2.00% on Thursday with the US bond
yielding 2.81% and the German at 0.81%. Gold remains near the bottom of its
range from the past 6 weeks, flat at $1,890 today.

Looking ahead: We have yet another busy day ahead of us in terms of
corporate earnings, following releases this morning from Sanofi, Unilever,
TotalEnergies, Barclays, Kerry Group, and Grafton Group. Before market open
in the US this afternoon we will get releases from Twitter, Caterpillar,
Southwest Airlines, Mastercard, and McDonald's, followed tonight after the
closing bell by Apple, Amazon, Intel, and Gilead Sciences.
At 1:30pm Irish time today the US will release its GDP reading for the first
quarter. This is expected to come in at 1.1% q/q versus Q4's 6.9% beat of
expectations. Inflation figures out of Europe and the US will be the main focus
tomorrow, the Eurozone CPI for April estimated at 7.5% y/y vs the previous
7.4%. The US Core PCE figure (which excludes food and energy) for March is
forecast at 5.3% vs the prior 5.4%.

Currencies: The EUR/USD pair is currently in its sixth consecutive day
of losses, earlier this morning touching a fresh 5-year low at 1.048. The
world's most traded currency pair is close to 5% lower so far in April,
this move driven by the market consensus that the Fed will be far more
aggressive than the ECB, and also by uncertainty surrounding the
Eurozone economy amid Russia tensions.


